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Guest

DESIGN ANTONIO RODRIGUEZ

LACIVIDINA, ITALY

The Guest modular sofa system responds to the needs of the contract and residential

markets with its substantial dimensions and enormous scope for flexible combinations.

Soft fluid lines define this sitting landscape, while it has undeniable breadth secures its

position as the centre of attention in any setting.

Designed to meet demands of the contract market, Guest is masterfully crafted while

avoiding excessive volume and superfluous details such as stitching, which has been

limited to a minimum to give it a seamlessly, refined appearance. Sophisticated, elegant

and welcoming, Guest fits marvelously into any architectural surrounding and its

modularity makes it ideal for large areas.

The Guest collection comprises 23 different shapes and sizes designed to mix and match

to create an array of modular solutions. The simple yet sumptuous collection includes

lounge chairs, 2 or 3-seater sofas, ottomans and poufs make up the initial collection with

modular components expanding into larger flexible settings.

PRICING

$3220 — $4610 Trade pricing ex GST

Min = entry level, max = premium finishes

Contact us for volume pricing

LEADTIME

12–14 Weeks

WARRANTY

3 Year Structural

CERTIFICATION

ISO 9001 / UNI EN ISO 9001:2015

CATAS Member

FSC Certification

Product Stewardship Programme

https://ownworld.com.au/taxanomy_brands/lacividina/
https://ownworld.com.au/brands/lacividina
mailto:sales@ownworld.com.au?subject=Volume%20Pricing
https://ownworld.com.au
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DIMENSIONS

Click to download

MATERIALS

Structure: Seat frame constructed from solid Beech wood

Upholstery: Fire retardant polyurethane foam, fixed covers, fully upholstered in house fabric/leather or COM/COL

Feet: Constructed from Black polypropylene

COLLECTION

Guest

LOUNGE CHAIR

LACIVIDINA

Guest

LOUNGE

LACIVIDINA

Guest

MODULAR LOUNGE

LACIVIDINA

https://ownworld.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/ownworld_Guest_laCividina_Dimensions.pdf
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